
Librarians Meeting 

10/18/06 

 

Present: Steve Crandall, Susan Strong, Laurie McFadden, Ellen Bahr 

 

Laurie has requested a sabbatical in spring 2008. The purpose of the sabbatical is to create a 

digital repository for the archives, including establishing a process, selecting software, and 

creating metadata. The slide collection is a priority and the project could involve collaboration 

with Scholes. 

 

There was agreement that we support Laurie’s request and will find a way to cover her 

responsibilities. We agreed on the following plan for coverage, to be reviewed again closer to the 

time of the sabbatical: 

 

Access Services Supervisor: Steve 

Aleph System: Ellen 

Cataloging: Susan/Ellen (technical aspects) 

Committees: Affirmative Action (Susan); Faculty Senate (Susan) 

Liaison Areas: Steve/Ellen/Susan 

Reference Coverage: Steve/Ellen/Susan 

School Psychology Dissertations/Honors Theses: Susan/Dave Snyder 

University Archives: Dave Snyder 

 

Ellen agreed to supervise Sandy and Amanda. 

 

We shared information on current and upcoming projects. 

 

Steve: 

Recently completed review of the EBSCO invoice. $25,000-$30,000 in subscriptions 

were cancelled, including items whose use doesn’t justify renewal. 

Lexis-Nexis Environmental University is being added. 

Xreferplus is being added. 

We have reached the top threshold with Serials Solutions and can add additional 

databases/titles without incurring additional cost. Ellen will add more freely accessible 

collections. 

 

Steve is investigating the cost of adding Central Search to our Serials Solutions package. 

Ellen asked if we should also consider Article Linker as an alternative to SFX. SFX is 

free, but time-consuming to set up and maintain. Laurie noted that OpenURL links are 

available in Aleph but are currently disabled. 

 

There was some discussion of standing orders and whether some could be cancelled 

(American Doctoral Dissertations; Loeb Classical Library; MBER; AEI Studies). Steve is 

investigating online access to doctoral dissertations. 

 



Nic is weeding the Russian language collection according to guidelines provided by 

Steve. Steve will review items before they are discarded. Susan asked if we could keep a 

few examples of Russian literature for the collection. 

 

Allegheny is again accepting books for recycling. Steve gets to clean out his garage. 

 

Susan: 

 Susan is going through the reference collection. This hasn’t been done for some  

time and it may be time for a new approach (i.e., maintaining a smaller reference  

collection that is more up-to-date and putting some items previously in reference  

into the circulating collection). 

 

Susan gave a report on the work of the information literacy working group. Susan  

is putting the Middle States requirements together for us to refer to. The library  

will probably take a dual approach: online modules and in-person classes.  

Assessment will likely be done with an existing instrument. 

 

Laurie: 

 Laurie has been working with a conservator to preserve and frame a calligraphic  

drawing which may be hung in the renovated library. 

 

Sandra will be working fewer hours on the desk in order to allow enough time for  

her ILL duties. 

 

We discussed how to handle DVDs that come with books. In the past, CDs that  

came with books were copied and held as a back-up in case the original was lost.  

We agreed that, if necessary, a copy should be made of the DVD and it should be  

stored in Linda’s area. 

 

Ellen: 

 The suggestion blog has been implemented. Susan agreed to create a sign to post  

near the suggestion box explaining that question can be submitted online and will  

be answered online. 

 

Ellen is thinking about the next round of web updates. The library has had a  

pattern of updating the site every 3-5 years and it has been about 2.5 years since  

the last update. Susan suggested finding out when/if the university plans another  

major upgrade to the university-wide site and whether that might drive any  

updates on our end. There is no specific timeline and Ellen is working to  

familiarize herself with the existing site and to increase her web development  

skills. We agreed that we should revive the Web Committee, which would consist  

at least initially of Ellen, Steve, Susan, and Amanda. 

 

Ellen is currently taking an ACRL online seminar on web development for  

academic libraries. She is also looking for learning opportunities for Amanda. 

 



The PC work that Rosalie was previously doing has been transferred to Kate. 

 

Ellen is considering using a wiki to create an intranet site that all staff could edit.  

Laurie recommended re-thinking the categories and information on the current  

intranet since some areas are not being used. 

 

Ellen is working with Rima to update our database descriptions and subject  

headings. Rima is also looking at website links. 

 

Ellen is working with Krystal (student) to identify online help/tutorials for all of  

our database. We don’t know yet how the links will be displayed on the website.  

Steve suggested a small icon that would not clutter the page. 

 

Ellen and Mark Smith are thinking about creating some kind of database to  

maintain information about our databases (contacts, usage, administrative  

passwords, etc.).  

 

Laurie shared information about an information literacy program at Geneseo. The “Leadership 

for the Information Age” certificate is part of a university-wide leadership program. Alfred is 

interested in Geneseo’s program as a possible model for a program at Alfred. The goal would be 

to pull together various workshops and programs across the campus. This model might work for 

Alfred’s information literacy program because each librarian could put together one course on a 

different topic area. The courses could be open to all students, and incorporated into specific 

courses at faculty’s request. 

 

Laurie asked for ideas for an upcoming faculty senate meeting on student advising. The library 

contributes to student advising primarily through mentoring and professional/personal 

development of student employees, one-on-one advising, alerting the university when students 

are experiencing problems, and providing resources for planning careers/finding graduate 

schools, etc. 

 

Laurie suggested that the library begin planning for Peg’s departure. Linda will need to consider 

staff responsibilities and how they will be distributed since Peg’s position won’t be refilled. 

 

Minutes taken by Ellen Bahr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


